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Marshall Island, a small island nation in the Pacific, which was the land of rehashed nuclear 

weapon testing from 1946 to 1958 under the trusteeship system established under United Nations 

Charter. Having witnessed the irreperable devastating effects of the nuclear weapons on the 

humankind and every creature on this planet, Marshall Island battled in court against nine nuclear 

power nations by filing separate applications against them which as indicated by the Marshall 

Islands have nuclear weapons (China, the law based People's Republic of Korea, France, Israel, 

Pakistan, India, the Russia Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Island 

and the United States of America), for their non-participation in nuclear demobilization. The 

bodies of evidence against India, Pakistan and Great Britain and northern Island were entered in 

the Court's General List, as Applicant (Marshall Island) has conjured these States announcements 

perceiving the ‘compulsory jurisdiction’ of the court as per Article 36, paragraph 21, of the Statute 

of the International Court of Justice.  

In the legal tiff against India, at preliminary stage, there were just two dispute/issues. The first 

being the "dispute" itself and the second one, chained to it, was the jurisdiction. The Marshall 

Island sought to convince that it had a dispute with India on more less three crease grounds. To 

start with, it alluded to its own particular statement, as communicated in international forum. 

Furthermore, it guaranteed that very documenting of the Application, and the positions 

                                                           
1   Compulsory Jurisdiction in legal disputes , Paragraph 2, The state parties to the present Statute may at any 

time declare that they recognize as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement, in  relation to any other 

state accepting the same obligation, the Jurisdiction of the Court in all legal disputes concerning: 
(a)  the interpretation of a treaty; 
(b)  any question of international law; 
(c) the existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute a breach of  international  

obligation; 
(d)  the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an international obligation.  
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communicated by the Parties in the present procedures, establish the presence of a dispute between 

the parties. Thirdly, it depends on India's lead both prior and then afterward the recording of the 

Application.  

Marshall Island, in its application, sought to establish jurisdiction on declaration made, pursuant 

to article 36, by India on 15 September 1974 (deposited with the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations on 18 September 1974), and by the Marshall Islands on 15 March 2013 (deposited with 

the Secretary- General on 24 April 2013).  It was contended by Marshall Island that however India 

has "habitually" reaffirmed openly explanations its dedication to nuclear demilitarization, it has, 

occupied with a course of lead comprising of the "quantitative develop" and the "qualitative 

improvement" of its nuclear arms stockpile and neglected to co-work with certain political 

activities, permits the court to surmise the presence of a question with regards to the degree and 

consistence with its commitments, regardless of the possibility that such a debate had not, before 

the Application, been verbalized in legitimate terms by the Marshall Islands.  

On some portion of India, it was contended that, to begin with, the Applicant has neglected to 

demonstrate that there was, at the stage of filing of the Application, a lawful dispute between the 

Parties as for a claimed inability to seek after arrangements in compliance with common decency 

towards the cessation of the nuclear weapons contest at an early date and nuclear demilitarization. 

Also, Indian presented that the court ought to pronounce that it needs purview for this situation, 

because of the nonappearance from the procedures of "key gatherings", specifically alternate States 

having nuclear weapons. Thirdly, India presented that, regardless of the possibility that the Court 

were to discover it had purview, it ought to decay this ward on the premise that a Judgment on the 

benefits in the present case would fill no honest to goodness need and have no useful outcome. 

India won this case neither on the legitimacy, nor even on center jurisdictional premise yet on the 

premise that there were no "evidence" which demonstrated that there existed a legitimate question 

in the present case. Basically under Art. 38 of the Statute of International Court of Justice, the 

capacity of the court is to choose as per universal law question that state submit to it. Under, the 

Court has purview on the whole 'legitimate debate's that may emerge between states gatherings to 

the statute having made an affirmation as per that arrangement.  
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Heedlessly of whether dispute exists is a matter for objective determination by court which must 

turn on a target examination of the realities. For this reason court may consider any announcement 

trade between gatherings. The Marshall Islands looked for exhibit that it had a question with India 

basically by alluding to its two explanations made in two distinctive multinational gatherings 

where India was likewise present. Court said that in every one of the conditions, on the premise of 

those announcements whether taken exclusively or together it can't be said that India knew, or 

couldn't have been ignorant, that the Marshall Island was making a claim that India was in break 

of its commitments.  

For this situation Marshall Island failed to satisfy the Hon’ble Court, any bilateral diplomatic 

exchanges or official correspondences amongst it and India, proving India regarding rupture of its 

commitments. Along these lines in the present case Court maintained the complaint made by India 

with respect to nonattendance of lawful dispute. It would have fetched nothing to Marshall Islands 

on the off chance that it would have educated to India about break of its commitments before 

acquiring this case International Court of Justice. This is only senseless error that Marshall Island 

has accomplished for which it needs to pay substantial cost of losing the case at the very 

preliminary stage itself. Having that, the Hon'ble Court maintained the protest made by India, and 

presumed that it needs no purview under Article 36, passage 2, of its Statute and restricted itself 

for going into the merits further. 

 

Outcome of Decision if had warranted on merits of the case. 

On the off chance that Marshall Island would have been effective in setting up the dispute, in that 

situation, two question would have been emerged under the watchful eye of the court ,firstly, 

regardless of whether India could be will undoubtedly guarantee nuclear disarmament  regardless 

of the possibility that it is not signatory to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty[NPT], also, on the 

off chance that it found that India had the commitment to guarantee nuclear disarmament, has India 

broken that commitment ?  

On 15 December 1994, the General Assembly asked for International Court of Justice to give a 

counseling sentiment on Legality of the danger or utilization of Nuclear weapon. On 8 July 1996, 
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the court, as is would like to think, increased in value 'the full significance of the acknowledgment 

by Article VI of the [NPT] of a commitment to consult in compliance with common decency an 

atomic demilitarization. Court additionally opined that, "this commitment went past simple 

commitment of lead and was a commitment to 

Further the court managed address that whether non-plan of action to the utilization of nuclear 

weapon in most recent 50 years constitutes the declaration of sentiment juris. With a specific end 

goal to follow opinio-juris Court looked numerous onto many General Assembly resolutions on 

the point. Court found that a large portion of them have been embraced with generous quantities 

of negative votes and abstentions. Along these lines reasoned that in spite of the fact that those 

resolutions are an unmistakable indication of profound concern with respect to the issue of nuclear 

weapons, despite everything they miss the mark regarding building up the presence of a conclusion 

juris on the illicitness of the utilization of such weapons. Additionally it could likewise be 

contended that, if nuclear weapons have not been utilized since 1945, it is not by virtue of a current 

or beginning custom however simply on the grounds that conditions that may legitimize their 

utilization have luckily not emerged yet. Along these lines, there might have existed commitment 

to seek after in compliance with common decency and to convey into conclusion transaction 

prompting nuclear demilitarization under strict worldwide control on the gatherings who marked 

the NPT by uprightness of its arrangement under Article 6. Be that as it may, for the nations who 

have not marked the arrangement, this commitment couldn't be forced by prudence of its being 

rule of standard universal law in the light of consultative sentiment of International Court of Justice 

in regards to lawfulness of danger and utilization of nuclear weapon of 1996. All things considered 

larger part of the Court said that there is no standard law commitment restricting the danger or 

utilization of nuclear weapon, thus it could be reasoned that if there is no commitment forbidding 

utilization of nuclear weapon there likewise can't be commitment to enjoy nuclear demilitarization 

through transaction.  

It presumed that regardless of the possibility that Marshall Island would have possessed the 

capacity to show prove portraying presence of lawful dispute and on that premise would have 

expected purview then likewise it would have been troublesome for Marshall Island to win the 

body of evidence against India. Firstly in light of the fact that India not being Party to NPT and, in 

this manner, not bound to consent to Article 6 for nuclear demilitarization. Besides it would 
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likewise have been exceptionally unrealistic for 'ICJ' to hop the divider and make such strong stride 

deciding for Marshall Island since it is notable that India would have never conformed to such 

running the show. At the end, it could only be said that, beside the legal framework that, though a 

tiny island might have lost the battle against nuclear giant, but could be an hopeful inspiration for 

some to fight for safe world free from nuclear weapons.  

 


